Status Presentations

- Start with a quick overview of your project. *assume that the audience is technical and has some knowledge of your project*
- Use an architectural diagram to explain your implementation. *be clear what parts you are implementing vs. using from an existing system*
- What have you accomplished since the last presentation?
- Are there any scheduled task(s) that you didn't finish? Explain why.
- Are there any new user stories or modifications to previous user stories?
- Are there any unexpected challenges that you have discovered?
- Are there any changes to your project management decisions?
- What changes to the requirements, design or implementation did you discover?
- Have any new design or implementation decisions been made? What is the rationale for each one?
- Any problems or issues since the last presentation? How were they resolved?
- How has the communication with the client been?
- Do a live demo of any working parts.

Final Presentation

- Start with a detailed overview of your project. *assume that some in your audience are not technical and it may be the first time they have seen the project*
- Use an architectural diagram to explain your implementation. *be clear what parts you implemented vs. used from an existing system*
- Quickly go through each scrum list and note what was completed on time and what wasn't. *You don't have to read everything. Focus on the tasks that exposed a need for a change to the requirements, design and/or implementation (i.e. the reason you used an agile method.)*
- Is there any functionality that you didn't deliver? *Explain why and what (if anything) can be done to address this.*
- What unexpected challenges did you encounter during the project?
- Do a live demo of your project.